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A large number of Rose men are affiliated
with one or more student organizations, and the
remainder might be classed as averse or indifferent to the features each makes paramount, and
yet it is true that the spirit of association, or fellowship, or sociability, or whatever else you
please to call it, among all Rose undergraduates
in general, should be cultivated more carefully.
We do not mean that more attention should be
devoted to societies that confine all activity and
interests to their own members, nor that the general fellowship is entirely lacking: we mean,

rather, that the requirements and customs at
Rose do not in themselves provide for general
fellowship, as is often the case at large universities, and that We must not lose sight of this
important feature of college life. You will
surely meet some of your old classmates in later
years; would you then care to meet them as mere
former acquaintances, or something more? Students, more tfian any one else, should appreciate
that the right sort of fellowship is a strong factor in broadening a mentality, and that no
thoughtful man willfully limits or narrows association with wholesome companions. Our Alumni
organize into Rose Tech Clubs, and as such are
most efficient in furthering general and personal
interests. As undergraduates we require no such
formal organization, but we should be ever appreciative of, and active in matters of common interest and fellowship.
* * * *
The Mendenhall Memorial Tablet Committee
has finished its work, and a handsome replica of
the tablet, mounted upon an oak frame, occupies
a place of honor in the main hall. Here it will
serve to express for the Classes '90, '91, '92 and
93 appreciation of the work Dr. Mendenhall
accomplished while President of Rose. Photo of
the tablet appears elsewhere in this issue.
The same sentiment is behind this tablet and
that which the Juniors erected to the memory of
Chauncey Rose, and that sentiment is highly
commendable. These mementoes remind the
men that come within our walls for a few years
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and pass out into the world again, that certain
men have labored, planned and provided for their
welfare, and the student who thinks broadly must
feel upon his character the influence of their
example.

Van Nostrand Science Series. The presentation
of the subject is clear and concise, though of
necessity somewhat elementary. A commendable
feature of the book is the use of both the pressure-volume diagram and the temperature-entropy
diagram in connection with each thermodynamic
cycle as it is explained. In this way the reader
The May number of THE TECHNIC is to be is familiarized with both methods of represena special issue. It will be the last that the pres- tation simultaneously, and at the same time he
ent staff will have in charge; and since more becomes accustomed to the somewhat difficult
than half of the staff are Seniors, and can not conception of entropy.
longer serve our college paper, there is a general
The statement of the Second Law of Thereffort toward preparing all departments in an modynamics given on page 5 is open to some
unusually attractive manner. The leading article criticism on the ground of incompleteness. No
has been planned and arranged with the express specific mention is made in this statement of the
purpose of rounding out our season's schedule of possibility of obtaining mechanical energy from
leaders. The Rose Leaf Department will be sup- heat energy when heat passes through the therplied by an undergraduate who has lately re- modynamic medium from a higher to a lower
turned from Alaska, and who promises to out- temperature. This might be inferred from the
line some of the difficulties and pleasures of converse statement that external energy is reengineering work in the far Northwest. This quired to make heat pass from a lower to a
article will be illustrated with several remarkable higher temperature, but a more explicit statement
photos. Mr. Mooney promises a double-page is desirable. If the treatment of the Second Law
photo in the Athletic Department, and there is had been deferred until after the conceptions of
reason to believe that staff men will vie with one a heat engine and a thermodynamic cycle had
another in helping to make this last issue one of been developed, then the full quantitative statement of the Second Law as usually stated might
our best.
have been given to better advantage.
On the whole, the book is an admirable and
ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS, BY C. F. up-to-date presentation of the elementary prinHIRSHEELD, Professor of Power Engineering at ciples of thermodynamics as applied to engi
Cornell University, is published as No. 45 of the neering.
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SOME CORPORATE CHARACTERISTICS
BY ROBERT N. MILLER, '0I.

(('opyright. 1910, by Robert N. Miller.)
No profession involves more constant dealing
with corporations than that of engineering. The
more the engineer knows about them, the better
for him. Unless he adds to his technical know Iedge enough information as to finance and business organization intelligently to grasp the fundamental scheme by which money is to be supplied
for his undertaking, and an organization maintamed for its prosecution, he is in danger of
wasting his skill, however great it may be. The
idea that questions of "business," finance and
general organization may be confided altogether
to the bankers and capitalists, without checking
their conclusions intelligently, is a dangerous
one. Those problems are closely incorporated
with the physical problems, and no layman, however skilled he may be in "business," can be sure
that the engineering requirements are fully satisfled. A system perfect in theory may be absolutely unsuited to the practical engineering problems to which it is applied. Unless the engi•
neer is able to see this for himself, and avert the
consequences, no one is likely to see it for him,
Without discussing in detail the organization
or the management of corporations or the financial problems involved in their management, all
of which are full of interest, but would require
much space for even an outline, it may be interesting to the engineer to consider a few of the
fundamental characteristics of the corporation as
distinguished from the unincorporated business,
As bearing on the nature of the finished prod-

uct, the manner in which it first comes into being
and acquires its property deserves attention. The
corporation exists, in the first place, by permission of the State in which it is organized, and
conies into being when certain requirements prescribed by law have been fulfilled by the incorporators. At this stage of its existence, in its
new-born, penniless condition, it is less unlike
the human being, perhaps, than at any other.
Whetber or not the human soul exists before
and after its mortal span, has been a disputed
question; in the case of the newly-formed corporation, it is beyond question that such soul and
body as it has are without a "past."
The incorporators, though human, have
created, in as broad a sense as Deity created man,
a new being,—not a natural person, it is true,
but an artificial one; not reckoned as one of the
inhabitants of the United States, but protected
from the hour of its creation by the Constitution
of the United States as one of its citizens.
With the assistance of those who have created
it, it is provided at first with one kind of property—certain documents called shares of stock;
and these are all it owns. When purchasers are
found, who are willing to exchange cash or other
property of value for the shares of stock, the corporation becomes owner of the proceeds, and
these constitute the first capital of the corporation.
It will be seen that the capital is very different
from the capital stock, for the entity called the
corporation owns the capital and the sharehold-
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FIG. I.
ers own the stock. Although before their purchase the shareholders owned whatever they
paid for the stock, they now own only a right to
share in the profits of the corporation, for this is
the right represented by such a share.
The corporation is, then, an artificial person
capable of owning property, an individuality distinguished from those who have interest in its
profits—the shareholders. Its beginning is an
act of creation, in which human beings are the
creators; and this creature of human minds and
hands is, in a sense, greater than its makers.
Human beings, however powerful, (lie at length,
and however successfully power and great
estates are heaped together by individual in-.
dustry and genius, there comes in each generation a division and upheaval of some kind, the
wealth and influence returning gradually to common level by distribution among diverging descendants. In contrast, a corporation, having
once acquired property, keeps it indefinitely;
until it is divested by some definite act, the property never changes ownership. The corporation
may be immortal.
So actual is the danger from this source.
the danger that a gradual acquisition of real
estate, without any natural and automatic change
of ownership, will finally result in the corporate
ownership of practically all real estate, leaving
nothing for the individual, that many States have
enacted laws providing that land held by a corporation, except as used in its legitimate busi-

'less, shall be forfeited if held for a period of
more than five years, and it has been considered
in some States that a corporation organized
merely for the purpose of holding real estate is
engaged in a business so threatening to public
welfare that the State will not recognize it.
On the other hand, this creation of man,
however formidable some of its aspects may appear, is in many respects inferior to him. However successfully an individual conducting a
large business may place its management in the
hands of subordinates, it is still his privilege to
attend in person to any part of the work that he
chooses, and to sign the contracts with his own
hand. He can feel the pulse of his organization
without relying on any one, if he so desire. The
corporation, however, is like some rich and
powerful man, to whom disease or misfortune
has left nothing but mere existence. A corporation has no sight, no sense of touch, no hearing,
no force of its own. Every act that is performed
in its interest is the act of an agent. The President himself is no more than an agent. The
prudent man who, in making a contract with
another, always demands to deal with a principal, must break his rule in dealing with a corporation, for he will never get the corporation's
signature.
In spite of the fact that the corporation is not
only invisible, but without sight, not only intangible, but without the power of touch, not
only beyond power of appreciation by any physi-
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cal sense, but incapable of itself of any appreciation, it is a definite, distinct individuality. If it
be true, as commonly stated, that corporations
have no souls, it is still more certain that they
have no bodies. The physical property, the lands
and buildings and equipment of a great company are not the company, any more than a man's
property is the man himself. Nor is the corporation the mere aggregation of stockholders.
JOND. MILL.

JONES.RESID[NCE.

JON13.3TORE.
caa..
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FIG. 2.

Any stockholder can have dealings with the corporation as if with a third party, or can sue or
be sued by the corporation. It is an entity of a
type peculiar to itself. We realize its existence
not by seeing it, but by seeing what it does. We
have come to a point when we must take our
business, as well as our religion, on faith.
Hundreds of thousands of corporations exist
in the United States. To offset their complexity
and cost, some reasons must exist why such a
form of organization is preferred to ordinary
individual or partnership business.
What might be called business generations
are even shorter than natural generations. Figure
I illustrates typical changes in a business conducted by natural persons during a period of
fifty years. It is plain that even if a high standard of efficiency is maintained through the whole
period, its effect is largely lost through changes
of name. The man who dealt with the house
twenty-five years ago will not recognize it now.
At the death of the principal partner of a firm,
the good will acquired by his labors may in a
limited degree be transmitted to a partner or to
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his children, but the bulk of it is lost. In contrast with the rapid changes shown by the business as conducted in the names of natural persons, the unbroken line represents the record of
an incorporated business. During the period
indicated, varied changes may have taken place
in the ownership of its stock, yet the business is
the same as it was fifty years ago, and profits by
this continuity.
Probably the most salient characteristic of
corporate business is illustrated by Figures 2
and 3. If we suppose that a Air. Jones is engaged in two different businesses, and also owns
his home, a failure in one of the lines of his
activity, resulting in a large personal indebtedness, will result in his losing the other business,
even though it be successful, and also in his
losing his home, except to the extent of his
exemptions allowed by law (Fig. 2). On the
other hand, if one of the businesses in which he
is the dominating factor has been incorporated
as the Jones Company, and the other as Jones
& Co., incorporated, obligations incurred by
either company can be enforced only against the
THE JONES CO

JONES' RESIDENCE .

ii IJI
ii

JONES & CO. INC

Lo\

1111
JJI

0,

3OLD fOR
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assets of that business, and if a failure results in
one, Mr. Jones still has the control of the more
successful business, and his private fortune is
not impaired (Fig. 3). Nor is this provision an
unfair or dishonest one, for the creditor of a
corporation is advised before the debt is created
that it is a corporation with which he is dealing,
—a person wholly distinguished from the stockholders in their personal capacity. Since any
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credit extended is given with knowledge of this corporation are not affected, and the snare
fact, there is no injustice in limiting the creditor changes ownership automatically. The fact that
to the assets of the corporation to which the each man holds capital stock showing exactly
how much of the capital of the company he or
credit was given.
Again, there are many enterprises which, by his predecessors have contributed, allows large
to be associated together,
their nature, require very considerable capital, .numbers of persons
amounts, yet on a clear
unequal
ing
contribut
Unthat can not be conducted on a small scale.
ion, through the diviorganizat
e
Corporat
basis.
less men of moderate means can work together.
many shares, furinto
stock
associating their capital, they are barred from sion of the capital
a large number of perengaging in such businesses. The older method nishes a means whereby
not otherwise participate in the
of doing this was by partnership, each partner sons, who could
requiring large capital, to
business
a
of
profits
contributing what he had. But the inherent
and yet be free from coninterest
their
qualities of human nature make this a far from associate
makes it possible for those havideal arrangement. In case of disagreement as fusion. It also
to offer a large number of
to policy, it is hard in the case of a partnership ing large interests
to the public. Recent history is
to decide what to do, and for lack of a consis- single shares
in which such scattered ownerof
instances
tent and definite policy the business often goes full
a more friendly feeling for
to pieces. If the different parties have contrib- ship has created
The ownership of a
uted unequal amounts, or if one contributes capi- criticised corporations.
to change a hostile
tal and the other labor, it soon becomes difficult single share is often enough
view.
of
point
to determine what relative weight the opinion of to a friendly
In many other ways than the ones just outeach ought to have in deciding questions of pola conveniicy, and in case of dissolution, what fraction of lined, the corporation has displayed
by a mere
possessed
not
purposes
varied
for
ence
case
In
the proceeds each partner is entitled to.
persons.
natural
of
of the death of one partner, the business must association
Nothing better illustrates the adaptability of
be wound up, however flourishing. If a partner
different condesires to realize on his interest and invest his incorporated forms of industry to
which comin
ways
different
the
than
that
ditions
fact
the
by
money elsewhere, he is hampered
ed after
reorganiz
been
have
s
new
businesse
peting
their
his partners have the right to choose
The
interest.
one
by
acquired
or
merged
partner, and that all he has to offer the prospec- being
touches
it
because
also
g
tive purchaser is an interest which is intangible, subject is interestin
on the subject of trusts, the less popular memvague and hard to appraise.
the corporation family. Of course, while
From all of these difficulties attendant upon bers of
are corporations, all corporations
trusts
most
partnership. the corporation furnishes a happy
not trusts; the idea of a trust being an ordeliverance. Not only does the partner, as are
n having in mind the restriction of comalready stated, escape personal liability for the ganizatio
so as to raise prices. A number of the
debts of the business, but he has something defi- petition
adopted at different times, by which it
methods
nite to show for his money. His certificate of
to put the merger of former comsought
stock shows the amount of his interest in the was
on a firm legal basis, are illustrated by
business clearly and definitely; he has liberty to petitors
ying diagrams. While we can not
sell it without consulting any one, when he the accompan
the purpose, the methods emwith
ze
sympathi
pleases, and has the advantage of being able to
ing. Figure 4 shows the
enlighten
are
offer the purchaser something tangible and cer- ployed
working contract beent—a
tain. In case of his death, the affairs of the simplest arrangem
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tween the independent houses, their unity of
interest being- symbolized by the connecting
.
Under this plan the manufacturers of a
given article agree that it shall•not be sold by
any one under a certain satisfactory minimum
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Practically all of the stock of the three companies is conveyed to it, and since as the principal
stockholder in each it decides the policy of each.
and since the directors of each are elected
throug-h its influence, we find that the directorate
of the Securities Company, while not in person
appearing as the directorate of each of the thret
active companies, is represented in each of those
companies by a boar(1Will
who owe
their offices to the directorate of the "Securities
Company.- In the scheme described above the
separate companies still own their mills, and
control is unified solely throug-h stock ownership.
another plan ( Fig. 6), a corporation is
formed for the purpose of buying. not stock in
the smaller companies, but all of their prop-

price. It has the advantage (from the insider's
point of view) of being- devoid of publicity.
Theoretically this is perfect, but actually it (lid
not succeed. In the first place, those \\-lio had
C1N5OLIPA1EP IRON CO.
entered into the contract could not be trusted
to avoid secretly undercutting each other, and
000
when they (lid so no redress could be had against
them, because the. original contract which they
000
had broken was against public policy, an:1 hence
tin en forceable.
.1MITH 12IV
JONE5 DIV
BROWN DIV
theoretically perfect arrangement hay-sn().
ing- been so often wrecked on the rocks of actual
human nature, new arrangements were soug-hi.
If the three independent businesses shown in the erty. Haying sold all their assets and good will,
the frer
om independent cmpanies
o
becoe
m mere
(liag-rain (
5) are to be controlled by the same
shells and are wound up, the business of each
being conducted. if at all, merely as a part of
THE SECURITIE5 CO
the extensive eper2tions of the consolidated com118
SMITH CO
JONES CO
DROWN CO
pany. Since
plan involves only the acquiOD
sition of property, it is a difficult one to reach bv
D
legislation. However, it gives the widest pubD
000
000
licity to the fact that what were formerly com000
1101
petitors are now a ued interest. and in that
way often incurs the antagonism of the public.
Very often, when this is the arrang-ememselected, what was the Smith Company, before
hands, \ et remain independent companies, a its absorption, becomes the "Smith division" of
fourth company is sometimes organized. This the company org-anized to buy the competing"Securities Coinpany" is an obscure org-aniza- properties. Familiar examples of such transtion. It occupies, perhaps. one room in a great formations will occur to the reader, among them
()ffice building, and does nothing but own stock. the Eastman Kodak Company, "divisions" of

-o
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which bear the names of the absorbed independent companies which they represent, separate advertising being done for the products formerly made by those independent companies.
For instance, Velox paper is now advertised as
the product of the "Eastman Kodak Company,
Nepera Division," having been originated by the
Nepera Chemical Company, which company was
later absorbed.
Various other methods have been employed
to secure the result attained in some degree by
the methods first outlined,—that of restricting
competition, and at the same time preserving the
identity of the component corporations. Among
others may be mentioned the arrangement by
which a patented feature is introduced into the
article the price of which is sought to be held
above a certain figure. The license by which
the separate companies make use of the invention is conditioned in that the article shall not be
sold lower than a certain price. Since such a
condition is a valid one, the agreement is enforceable, and those using the patented feature can
account for uniform prices by exhibiting the
agreement. While effective as against the public, this does not altogether protect the manufacturers between themselves, for the reason
that if the patent is omitted from the manufactured article, the restrictive agreement as to
price becomes unenforceable.
One of the most elaborate schemes by which
corporate organization has been utilized in the
attempt to legalize such agreements, has been
fully set out in a case in the Supreme Court of
the United States, where its legality was brought
into question. It appears that 92 per cent, of the
manufacturers of wall paper in the United
States reached an understanding as to the maintenance of prices above a fixed level. The large
number of separate companies involved in this
understanding secured the organization of a
company known as the Continental Wall Paper
Corporation. The new company manufactured

no wall paper, and had no agents of its own.
Each of the friendly companies entered into a
contract with the Continental, whereby it sold
its entire output to that corporation and covenanted not to sell to anybody else. In spite of
this sale of its entire output, each company continued to put its own salesmen on the road and
prosecute its business in the usual way, the only
change being that the contracts secured were
nominal sales by the Continental Wall Paper
Company to the customer. Since, then, 92 per
cent. of the wall paper was sold by the Continental Corporation, it was quite certain that the
price of practically all wall paper sold would be
a non-competitive one. As a complement to
this arrangement between the Continental Wall
Paper Corporation and its clients, the jobbers of
wall paper throughout the country were invited
to enter into a contract with the Continental by
which they agreed to buy from it at prices fixed
by a schedule, not to buy from any one else, and
that sales of this wall paper were to be made
only at the price conforming to schedules to be
furnished by the Continental Company. Since
the Continental Company was in effect a committee representing the various interested companies, and fixed prices at a figure satisfactory
to the merger, this scheme was evidently satisfactory from the point of view of the manufacturers. There was little difficulty in securing the
signatures of the jobbers, because it was within
the power of the Continental Corporation to
ruin any jobber who refused. In the case passed
on by the United States Supreme Court, one of
the jobbers had bought a large quantity of wall
paper at the prices fixed in the schedules and
under the agreements described above. After
paving a part of the agreed price, the jobber
refused to pay the balance. When sued, the defense was interposed that the prices were excessive; that the agreement to pay such prices
was a part of an elaborate system in restraint
of interstate commerce, and that the part already
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paid was a fair price. It is, of course, true,
ordinarily, that any one who agrees to pay a certain price for goods and uses them must hold to
his agreement. The Continental Corporation
urged the injustice of allowing any exception ;
they urged further that, since the Sherman act
provided a penalty for breach of its provisions,
the act can not be used as a mere defense to
a civil action. It was held, however, that the
answer of the jobber presented a valid defense,
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and that the jobber was not bound to pay the
agreed price.
The interest of the decision in this connection
lies in the fact that it displays a distinct tendency
on the part of our highest court to carry into
effect, as far as possible, the spirit of anti-trust
legislation, and that it affords some assurance
that the adaptability of the corporate form of
organization will not be allowed to be a source
of danger.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
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AN ECHO FROM '98.
(1..urrokim, NoTE.—The cla,. letter of '98 shows
such a general spirit of loyalty, and includes so much
of interest to men of other classes, that it seems worthy
especial note. However, the review here presented can
not show in any degree the strong spirit of interest in
Rose which still binds together these graduates of
twelve years' standing, and makes them as a class, perhaps, the strongest support we have in the Alumni. It
is not surprising to find th;tt their success averages
high ; the qualities that have held them loyal to one
another and to their Alma Mater through these years
would seem, also, to make for success.
The class letter is compiled as follows. Each year
a member is selected as editor, to whom each of the
other fellows are to write at a stated time. The editor
sees that all are reminded of the date, collects the letters
that come in, and sends a complete copy of the budget
to all contributors. This custom brings about such good
resvlts that no class should neglect it. Those classes
who have let this matter drop should elect a good live
editor to start it moving. and the classes yet to join the
Alumni should make such careful provision from the
start that a fellowship would be insured like that among
the men of '98.)

individuals and the tone it assumes is not regulated by any one man.
Notes and items bearing on every phase of
Alumni interests appear. Vrequent mention of
Tech Clubs and the election of Board members
shows the prevalence of sincere interests in the
welfare of Rose; good reports of sucmss in
professional life reflect, unquestionably, credit
upon the Alma :\ later, and somewhere in each
man's contribution, in some guise or other, there
is voiced a sentiment something- like this: " . . .
it is a great pleasure to recall old times, and I
am sure we could make Rome or something else
howl if we were all back on the old campus
again. Wish some of You fellows would look
home address
me up when you're in town.
is . .
The letter contains twenty-six closely-typed
pages and includes contributions front seventeen
men-74 per cent, of the number who started
out in 98 to "assume positions of trust and re-

sponsibility.just how 'Monte gi t. these results is someThe current issue of the '98 class letter was
the uninitiated ; he evidentedited by Monte—otherwise known as J. T. what of a mystery to
a number of pointed questions in his
Montg-omery, Vice-President and General Man- ly asked
each man's report. I n ail _
ag-er of NI ead & Co., New York. That he was circular calling . for
You still !live? some
a leading spirit in the old days, and is still in swer to the query, "Are
enough life to carry
sh'iwed
close touch with the signs of the times, is clearly of his classmates
off his feet, his case being
evinced by the results Ile gets when he under- the inquirer nearly
the small boy who had tentatakes the task of assembling the annual reports much like that of
Some asked new (huesbeehive.
a
poked
tively
of pro4Tess from his fellows. No small amount
or merely reduced
Monte's,
to
answer
in
of credit is (Inc him for his energy and honest tions
the purpose of
for
basis
purpose in the matter; but, of course, the class his to a mathematical
perhaps. For instance,
letter, as such. is a direct expression from many more scientific survey,
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one man says: "Monte asks some very burning
questions, and I think the first one is quite a
poser. I am alive, but how much and how to
prove it. It makes me feel like I used to when
I looked over one of Professor Hathaway's
quizzes. If you let X equal how much, and
integrate between daylight and midnight, add
450 miles of run-down railroad, multiply by a
wife and a nine-year-old son, you may find the
value of the resultant stress. In working this
out, don't forget that the wife and son are opposing forces and that, while the railroad is a dead
load, they represent supporting forces."
One says: "I can give two reasons for not
being the President of the American Society of
Engineers: I went to Rose, but have not riz, and
now I am full of other biz." Another gives a
more personal reason, saying: "Within the
limits of 111V hobby I could not be President of
the American Society of Engineers, for that
would include supervision of at least some of
the rest of you, which would put my personal
convenience way to the bad." This same man
outlines his hobby in a very logical way thus:
v hobby has always been, and still is, to
make the best living possible with the least personal inconvenience. It seems likely to be my
hobby to-morrow, and the day after to-morrow,
too, since I have not vet found the maximum
limit of the first nor the minimum limit of the
second term."
In a free and easy way some, in jest, affect
great modesty. "On the side I am engaged in
teaching some of the male members of the tender
sprouts of Illinois how to shoot. All of whom
are doubtless tender enough, but some of whom
are not pliant. Whether this is due to the
wooden (shoe) ness of the instructor, I will,
from modesty, refrain from saying." Others go
to the even greater extreme: "Rather than see
the class letter discontinued / would get it out
myself." But the general sentiment is expressed
by the one who says: "Unless the ordinary
business or professional man is a braggart, or
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has been in a railroad wreck or steamboat ex-plosion, the annual compiling of his achievement;
must be very similar from year to year."
Not all the fellows were helped by Monte's
broadside of questions. Some of them gave up
in despair when they surveyed his list of searching queries, for instance: -Monte fires such a
volley of questions at us. Summing them up,
I find EQ—Wasz iss? Und phy iss wasz iss?
Which is very much like some of Wickersham's
questions, and the only answer I could ever
find to many of them was 'God knows'. Though,
at the time, I did not express my-self so concisely."
The following explain themselves. Of course,
the first is from a lawyer:
"P. S.—It is hard enough for me to talk when
I have nothing to say, even when I am paid for
it. I would like to see each and all of you."
" . . . of course, you understand I mean the
'bar' of justice. That reminds me, however, that
I have just joined the local engineers' club,
which may be an inducement for some of you
to call me up when you are in this town on a
Sunday and are in need of that which both
cheers and inebriates. Look in the telephone
directory."
"How many of you are to lecture at Rose?
I appointed four or five of our boys, and in revenge the whole bunch turned and thrust me
down Doc's throat, or, rather, into his note book.
Hubbel was much gratified to learn this, as he
had promised a lecture and is confident the Institute would not survive lectures from two
lawyers."
am gradually rising out here—several of
the good engineers have died during the year.
If they all die I shall be the whole thing."
"I know that I would give a dollar to walk
down the main hall whistling once more and
see Doc pop out to stop it."
"Regards to all of you, and a cordial invitation to make this office a loafing place whenever
von come to this city of roses. Will regale you
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with well chosen lies, and—Arkansas has not
gone dry yet."
Nearly all of the letters expressed a real desire to see the other fellows, and the suggestion
of a reunion from Dr. Mees seems timely. It
is suggested that '98 bring its wives and children and dance round the bronze plate which
was set in '97 at the entrance to the main building with the most weird ceremonies and incantations. Then, and only then, could there be opportunity for one more old-time, lusty yell:
Alla-gazang! Gazang! Gazang!
Get out. Get out. Get out of the way!
We are in it! Up to date!
Rose Polytechnic '98!

ALUMNI NOTES.
H. E. Wiedemann, '03, of the firm of Kessler
& Wiedemann, St. Louis, Mo., has been elected
a member of the council of the American Chemical Society.

E. G. Albin,'07. is now located at Great
Falls, Mont.
Donald McDaniel, '07, has left the National
Malleable Castings Company, at Indianapolis, to
engage in the automobile business in the same
city.
Michael J. McWilliams, '09, is now employed
in the telephone department of the Electric Appliance Company, Chicago, Ill.

H. E. Schmidt, '08, is now located at Kansas City, Mo.
Frank J. Jumper, '99, is now with the McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb.
Edgar Jones, '09, is in the employ of the
El Paso & Southwestern Railroad, with headquarters at Tucumcari, Mex.
Roy F. Tyler, '09, is employed as Assistant
Supervisor of Signals for Rock Island lines, with
headquarters at Cedar Rapids, Ia.
R. W. Benbridge, '06, resigned his position
as salesman for the Worthington Pump Company, at St. Louis, Mo., some time ago, and
accepted a position with the Jefferies Manufacturing Company, with headquarters in the same
city. At present he is spending a short vacation
with his parents, in Terre Haute.
Brent C. Jacob, '03, has left the employ of
the Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing Company. of Pittsburg. and it is supposed that he
accepted a much better position with the AllisChalmers Company.
W. B. Wiley, '89, who is connected with the
fuel department of the Illinois Steel Company,
at South Chicago, Ill., gave a very interesting
lecture on "Fuel Engineering" before the student
body Tuesday morning, March 29.

James N. Johnson, '09, formerly with the
\His-Chalmers Company, West Allis, Wis., has
been transferred to the mining- department of
the same company at Chicago, Ill.

F. C. Kruger, '09, has resigned his position
with the Kewanee Boiler Company, at Kewanee.
Ill., to accept a position with the Indiana Steel
Company. at Gary, Ind. He recently visited old
acquaintances in Terre Haute.

Harry Bangert, 'o9, is now assistant to the
Chief Chemist of the Corn Products Company.
He spends his time at the company's factories,
which are located at Chicago, Ill., Pekin, Ill..
and Davenport. Ia.

J. J. Kessler, '97, delivered a lecture before
the student body of Rose on April 4, on "Insulating Materials." He had a full attendance
and an appreciative audience.
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THE INCANDESCENT LAMP

By

H. W. HENRY, 'JO.

This article is intended to give a brief history of the invention and development of the
incandescent or glow lamp, with a few facts
concerning its varied and universal use at the
present day. As far back as 1845, even before
the electric dynamo machine had been well developed, electricians tried to produce artificial light
by heating a platinum wire to incandescency by
passing a current of electricity through it.
A Cincinnati man named Starr was the first
to make use of a carbon filament in a vacuum.
His lamp was contained in an enlargement at
the top of a barometer tube, more than thirtyone inches long, and was filled with mercury in
the usual ‘‘ a v, by which the vacuum at the lamp
end was maintained.
Other inventors tried and rejected iridium and
other metals, but not much headway was made
until about thirty years later, when methods were
perfected for obtaining a vacuum as high as one
part in one hundred million.
About the year 1878 to 1880 the first suc-

cessful glow lamps, of the form which is so
familiar to us to-day, were produced by the independent efforts of Edison, Swan, Maxim and
Lane Fox.
The first type of lamp consisted of a heavy
pear-shaped glass inclosing bulb, through the
base end of which passed two platinum wires,
whose outside ends were bent over and again
sealed into the glass so as to form two loops
to which the current-carrying conductors were
connected.
To the inner ends were fastened, with tar
putty, a slender bamboo strip, which had previously been treated with a carbon solution. Silk
thread treated in a like manner was tried in
Place of the bamboo filament.
The first current passed through the new
filament, burned the bamboo or silk out and left
pure carbon for the filament. Improvements
were rapidly added, among which were the
standardizing of the lamp voltages and candle
powers and adopting a standard screw base so
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that lamps of all makes would fit the same receptacle or socket. Also, in the making of the
carbon filament the most recent processes produce a very tough and long-lived filament by
squirting a carbon mixture through fine holes,
into a liquid, which instantly hardens the fine
stream of carbon. The power consumed per
candle power in the carbon filament lamp has
thus been reduced from 4 to about 3.2 watts,
and the average life of such a lamp is from
eight hundred to one thousand hours on normal
voltage.
But a new era is dawning in the world of
electrical illumination which bids fair to revolutionize the entire business of incandescent lighting. This change began about two or three
years ago, when lamp filaments of the rarer
metals, tungsten and tantalum, were substituted
for the carbon filament.
This new lamp was developed in a few
months from a frail laboratory toy into the now
commercially-used tungsten lamp, which is rapidly replacing the antiquated carbon lamp. The
slender, hairlike metal filament of this new lamp
yields an almost pure white light at an expenditure of only 1.25 watts per candle power, an increase in efficiency of nearly 200 per cent. over
the carbon lamp.
Just to give an idea of the radical changes
in street lighting of some of our larger cities
that this new incandescent lamp is causing. I
will try and describe some of the beautiful effects
that have been obtained on the business thoroughfares and residence streets in a few out of
many cases. If we were to stand in the middle
of Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis, some Saturday
night and look up and down the street, we
would see one of the most beautiful examples of
street illumination to be found on earth. How
much different and better the street looks now
than it did four or five years ago. Not a sign
of poles nor overhead wiring of any description
are to be seen in this district of the city. Since
June 20, 19°8, this city has possessed an orna-

mental street-lighting system combining tungsten
lamps with artistic lamp standards that would do
credit to a king's courtyard.
The installation on this street consists of
eighty-four lamp standards, placed eight to the
block, four on either side of the street near the
curb, and so arranged as to give a spacing of
one hundred feet between standards.
The lamp equipment for each standard consists of five too-watt multiple tungsten lamps
of 8o candle power each. The posts are made
of cast iron, fourteen feet high, and four of the
lamps are mounted in an upright position on four
iron cross arms of fancy design, and at right
angles to each other, each lamp being inclosed
in a twelve-inch alabaster globe; the fifth lamp
is inclosed in a sixteen-inch globe mounted on
top of the post. The lighting system takes current from an Edison 3-wire D. C., 12-volt,
underground circuit, the wires being carried to
the posts in lead-sheathed caliles.
In operation all five lamps on each post are
lighted at dusk and burned until midnight, at
which time the four lamps on the cross arms
are turned off, leaving the single lamp on the
top of the post burning until daylight.
Together with the many attractive electrically-illuminated signs and show windows, the
thoroughfare is fairly ablaze with a soft white
light that makes a most pleasing impression. One
can read a newspaper with ease anywhere along
the street, for the distribution of light is so nearly perfect. The city of Norfolk, Va., has adopted
for one of its principal business streets a system of fancy arches, each equipped with ten
6o-c.-p. tungsten series lamps, and securing excellent light distribution by means of reflectors.
The street is forty feet wide and the arches are
one hundred feet apart, and are all fed from
underground circuits. Among other cities that
have adopted the tungsten street illumination on
a big scale might be mentioned Washington,
D. C., New York, Atlantic City, N. J., Des
Moines, Ia., Los Angeles and San Prancisco, and
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many other cities are waking up to the fact that
there is something- new and much better to be
had in the way of street and park electric lighting- than the old flickering arc lamp. The new
tungsten lamp is revolutionizing the system of
factory and office lighting, too, and has given
the illuminating engineer a prominent footing
and recognition among the other branches of
engineering. The• cost of tunp-,sten lighting is
no more than that of gas lighting, and yet is
much more to be desired in every resepct—no
odors, no fumblhig around in the dark for
matches, simply touch the buttom on the wall
of soft white light changes
and instantly a is
nig-ht into day!
A little tung-sten arithmetic right here may
help to give a relative idea of what it costs to
burn "juice.' by the old way and the new.
One tungsten lamp (taking 40 watts) produces 72 candle power at a cost of four-tenths
of a cent per hour for current (at a . uo cents
per K.W.1 I. rate). Now, two ordinary carbon
lamps are required to produce 32 candle power,
and their cost is something over one cent per
hour. The saving for one tung-sten lamp over
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two carbon lamps of equal candle power is
slightly over six-tenths of a cent per hour. Now
the average life of either lamp is eight hundred
hours or more.
The saving, therefore, during- the life of this
lamI' is practically $5.00.
The list price of the tungsten lamp is $1.00,
so from the gross saving of $5.05 in current during the life of the lamp, there consequently remains a net saving- of $4.00.
Think of what this saving would amount to
in one year in such a place as the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Building of New York, where
ten thousand tungsten lamps are installed! Say
that on the average four-fifths of this number
of lamps (eight thousahd) are burned four hours
per night for three hundred nights in the year.
According to our results above, the saving would
amount to $48,000 in one year. It seems reasonable to predict that just as soon as the initial
cost of the tungsten lamp comes down to more
reasonable figures every factory, store and home
will he found using this new juice-saver with
more economy than gas or any other known
method of lighting.
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As usual, the month of Al arch is a rather baseball team out every evening for the past six
dull time for the student body, as all outdoor weeks practicing batting and base-running and
sports are just in the process of development. fielding. The team is not bad at the fielding
Since the weather man has been so good, the end of the game, but at the bat and base-runbaseball team and track team have demonstrated ning it is miserable, and aIIue simply to a
their ability to the satisfaction of the coach and lack of ginger and interest. Of all disgusting
managers. The baseball diamond is still in poor sights to a spectator the worst is to see a big,
condition, due to the excessively dry weather, husky ball player g-et up to bat, smash one down
and consequently offers some disadvantages to the infield, and then, instead of trying his best
clean and fast infield work.
to beat it out, loaf down the base line and get
The track team is rounding into shape nicely, thrown out by a block. If a team can't be full
and Captain Standau, although very conserva- of ginger all the time, they might just as well
tive, expects to develop a fairly good track team, throw up the sponge in the beginning. Don't
one in which every event will have a candidate. get into the habit of loafing in practice ; then
As usual, Captain Standau will attend to the you won't do it in a g-ame. Be lively and full
weight events. He will be assisted by Webster, of ginger while you are on the field, and let the
whS, by the way, has forsaken baseball this year opposing team know that you are going to.take
!LSadvnt
any slip they make. But this can't
for the track events. Some one has said he is
trying (Si a new record by being the only Rose be done with the article of baseball Rose has
S een putting up lately. So let us get busy now,
man to obtain four different monograms.
and work hard to establish a little team work
Owing- to the resignation of Seth Hadley, it and systematic playing; then all will go well.
was necessary to elect a new captain for the base- Of course, the above criticism (loes not apply
ball team. We announce that Wilbur Shook to every man on•the team, but to a majority, at
has been elected to succeed Hadley, and we be- least.
No fault can be found with Captain Shook,
lieve he will have good success in handling the
team. His election was unanimous, which ought who not only handles the team well. but has
to be very convincing to him. Shook now bears perfected himself to such a degree in the pitcha double responsibility in the dual poon oi ing department that few fans will predict anycaptain and pitcher, but vve feel he is able to thing but a very successful season. Let's hope
carry both and will come out the big end of the sS, at any rate.
The practice games have served to show the
horn.
Coach Clark and Captain Shook have had the student body what to expect of the team. Tt
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is true we have won all our practice games, PROSPECTS FOR igio TRACK SEASON.
some of them from the best semi-professional
teams of the city, yet these results ought not
BY COACH CLARK.
S e taken as a criterion of the team's future
playing.
This year will mark a great revival of track
athletics at Rose. Years ago no school in the
Track work has been handicapped considerState could defeat Rose Poly in track and field
ably by the improvements that are being made
meets. Then came the time when Rose was no
tI put the campus into condition to hold the
longer strong in this line, and Purdue took the
greatest event of the seas
nao, mely, the I. C.
lead. From that time on, no Rose Poly team
A. L. Field and Track Meet. Manager Madihas had a chance to win a State meet, although
son has met with many extenuating circum
the Engineers did win first honors in the
stances, which have prevented an earlier comA. L. meets. A few years ago Rose had a man
pletion of the track. However, he promises to
by the name of Turk, who was probably the
have the track and field in fine shape to hold
greatest all-aoun
r
d athlete that ever appeared in
the Normal meet April 16. The manager has
this State. He won honors for the Engineers
also completed arrangements to hold a field and
in meets where the State's best contested. One
track meet with James Millikin University herc
year he fairly proved to be a one-man track
on May 6. These two events will serve to put
team, and really won the I. C. A. L. track meet
our track team in occellent condition for the big
in a lone-hand style.
field meet on May 21.
This year the track team will again be a
The foregoing articles are simply rough
factor in the I. C. A. L. meet. Rose Poly is
sketches of athletic life at Rose for the past
not fortunate enough to have a man in the class
month. The writer has made no attempt to
of the wonderful Turk. However, there are a
cuss the individual playing of any man, but has
number of•men who, if they train as they should,
left that to the Coach, Heze Clark, who is kind
are sure to make points in the great
L.
enough to favor us with an article which will
meet which is to be held for the first time in
speali for itself.
history on the Poly No. campus. There is
a more likely-looking squad of track men turnCoach Heze Clark has announced the follow- ing out each afternoon than has made an appearing men who will constitute the baseball squad ance in many years, and at present there
is every
of 191o:
indication of a strong all-around team.
Shook, captain and pitcher.
There is more for the Rose Poly track men
Newlin, pitcher.
to work for this year than ever before. A meet
Barret, third base and pitcher.
will be scheduled with Indiana State Normal to
Watts, utility infielder.
be held on the Rose Poly campus some time
Floyd, shortstop.
during April. What man at Rose but what
Bradford, second base.
would give almost his hopes of heaven just to
Wyeth, center field.
have the pleasure of defeating Normal? How the
Buckner, left field.
Rose men do love to defeat the Teachers! And
Hoffner, right field.
they will have that pleasure providing they train
Lawler, catcher.
as they should. Then Rose will meet James
Millikin University in a dual•meet at Rose camFishback, utility outfielder.
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pus May 6. The grand climax of the season will
come when the I. C. A. L. Track and Field Meet
will be held on the Rose campus May 21.
With such a first-class schedule of track
meets, the Rose men really have something to
work for. What is also an inducement to the
track men to turn out is the fact that Manager
Herman Madison has planned and built a new
cinder track. When this track is completed there
will be few better in the West. The circular
track is an exact quarter of a mile, and very
level, except for a slight bank on the turns. A
220-yard straightaway is also under construction.
This straightaway will admit of five men running in the hurdles. This is the only school outside of Purdue that has a straightaway cinder
path 220 yards long in the State of Indiana.
This will mean that better records can be made
than when the events of that distance were run
around the curves.
With a first-class place to run, and a firstclass schedule, Rose Poly should surely have a
first-class track team. That is just what I am
trying to develop. I realize that it is not easy
to make a championship organization of athletes
in one season, and especially where such strict
study rules are enforced as at Rose; but I will
do my best. Then, if I fail, I will be glad to
try another year, until I have given the Engineers a team that can win the I. C. A. L. Track
Meet.
Who are the track men at Rose Poly? I
will not attempt to name them all. Bradford
and Shaw look good for the sprints. Shaw will
devote his entire time to track. Bradford will
play second base on the baseball team. However, the track schedule has been so arranged
that the speedy Brad can get a chance to run
the sprints as well as play baseball. Bradford
and Coffey were sent a week ago to the eighth
annual indoor meet in the big Armory at Louisville, Ky. They did not place, but then I must
say that they did make a good showing. Brad-

ford was defeated in his heat by Hamilton, a
former Olympic runner, who was a contestant
at London, England. It takes the best of them
to defeat Bradford. Coffey should do well in
the half mile. Shaw will be tried in the sprints
and 44o. Cooke and Spindle will take care of
the mile run. I leer, Rasmussen and Shaw will
be the quarter-mile runners.
In the jumps and pole vault we have yet to
develop men. However, Captain George Standau, Gray and Webster give a good account of
themselves. \\ liether we win or lose, I believe
we have a set of workers, and I know that the
Rose Poly boys will not let up without giving
their opponents a good run for their money.
Webster and Kelley are the hurdlers, and both
have a good chance in that event in any meet
entered by Rose this year. This surely ought
to be the big year in track for the Engineers.
and should be one long remembered as the season that marked the revival of track teams at
Rose and the building of the new track.

rgir FOOTBALL SCHEDULE.
We take much pride in making the first official announcement of the football schedule for
next season. Manager Watts has been veiy active in this matter for some time, and has planned
the schedule very carefully, taking into account
the points whereby Rose teams have profited or
lost in seasons past. The schedule has been arranged with two paramount features, namely, to
keep within our class as much as possible, and
to have a large number of home games. It will
be noticed that the schedule lists only one game
\vhere defeat is almost certain, and that five good
games are played at home. The Wabash game
on our own campus should take especially well.
Culver and Bradley Tech come to Terre Haute
for the first time.
We believe that Manager Watts deserves
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much credit, and are confident that this schedule will bring him congratulations from all Nvlio
are interested in football at Rose.

THE SCHEDULE.
October 1, E. I. S. N. at Terre Haute.
October 8, Vanderbilt at Nashville.
October 15, DePauw at Greencastle.

rn

Trtl
r P.A;

October 22, Washington University at St.
Louis.
October 29, Culver at Terre Haute.
November 5, Wabash at Terre Haute.
November 12, Hanover College at Terre
Haute.
Thanksgiving Dav, Bradley Tech at Terre
Haute.
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Professor in Analytics—If a man walks ten
miles and fifteen miles south, where will he
stop?
Voice from back row—In a saloon.
*

*

*

Butler (gazing at Smith's drawing)—That
row of rivets has an almost drunken look.
Smith—Sure it does; those rivets are staggered.
* * *

"What are the three known dimensions?"
"The world, the flesh and the devil."
* * *
Hath (in projective)—The next, Crowe.
* * *

Washburn (in cement lab room)—Say,
Spoon, when you prepare this standard concrete
how do you pile the cement?
Spoon—Oh, just pile it high in the middle
like a tree.

Some Freshmen should show Spindle how to
turn the gas on and off.
* * *
Vicky—How do you translate "Paris .a' vol
d'oiseau"?
Bovell—Paris is full of birds.
* * *
Adams,'13 (to brother Freshman)—I wonder
what the fellows mean when they call me a
goat?
Brother—Oh, they just mean to infer that
you are so popular.

"Did you hear what Daddy said about the
civils' ability ?"
"Do you remember the phrase they used to
express how much they cared?"

*

*

*

*

*

Knippy—Now, what would you do to decrease the speed of this motor by one-half?
Kuersteiner—Put on the brake.
*

*

*

Wicky—Well, I have to confess that I can't
seem to keep awake. Is that the trouble with
you, Mr. Kronmiller ?
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In History—What message did Sheridan
send to General Early ?Pupil—Go, Early, and avoid the rush.—Ex.
*

A tomato, a cabbage and a faucet had a race.
The tomato "catched up," the cabbage got ahead
and the faucet is still running.—Ex.
*

THE SCAM PIRE.

(With apologies to Kipling.)

*

"What's your name, sir ?"
"Wood."
"What's your wife's .name ?"
"Wood, of course."
"11'm, both Wood. .hi—any—er—anv kin
dling?"—Ex.
* * *

*
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A lad there was, and he went to school
(Even as me and you);
But he called it a -college,- by rote and rule,
So he started right in to play the fool,
And he never took in that the dunce's stool
Was waiting to find a crew!
A kid he was, but he led the van
(Even as kidlets do);
He whooped and he yelled like a bleacher fan,
As brash and as void as an empty can;
But he thought he was really a great big man,
And leading the bunch a few!
A dream he was, in his roaring socks
(Even as all must see)—
A dream that awakes and alarms and shocks,
With sweaters that howl for a block of blocks,
And charming the creatures of frills and frocks
With swagger of deviltry.

OUR ARTIST IN A NEW ROLE.
*

*

*

Adams—How shall I break the news to the
folks that I flunked on Mid-Terms.
Wood—Oh, just write home, saying "Exams
over. Nothing new."
* * *
Doc (to Freshman, lovingly)—We will be a
cane for vou, but not a pair of crutches.
*

*

*

Where will Mooney get sweet potato plants
for the ridges across the north end of the football field?
* * *
Freshman—I got a square meal at the Plaza
all right.
Senior—Huh! must have been a cracker.

A drone he was, like a lazy Turk
(Even as one might guess):
He worked at his play and played at his work,
He settled his book with a slam and a jerk,
And lit on a thousand ways to shirk
A little bit less and less!
A chump he was, with a cigarette
(Even as flows the tide) ;
With a cuss word ready and cash to bet,
But waiting a lesson he won't forget,
When the wind is cold and the rain is wet,
And the world will tan his hide.
—The Dickinson Union.
*

Laborer (working on track and being assisted by Madison)—Do you belong to the union?
Madison—Yes.
Laborer—What union?
Madison—That of my father and mother.
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Freshie—What is your father's business?
Adams, '13—He retired from business last
September.
Freshie—What did he do up to that time?
Adams—He was a goat raiser.
*

*

*

Jones (in mach. des.)—Say, Bill, what's a
tension carriage?
Wallace—Haven't you ever been down to the
city hall? They have one down there.
* * *
Brennen (answering questions on the Mississippi).
Brewer—How often does it get full?
* * *

TIIE MAN WHO SNEERS.

Bailey—\\ hat kind of chewing have you?
Frasier—"O. P."
* * *

NEW ORGANIZATION.
The Freshmen in Wicky's French class have
just been granted a long-sought charter, and now
constitute the E-E-E Chapter of the Sons of
Morpheus. The official roster follows:
Karl G. Kronmiller — Grand High Ear
Pounder.
Wesley A. Archibald — Assistant Grand
Pounder.
Columbus C. Adams—Counter of the Snores.
Prof. J. A. Wickersham—Faculty Representative.
*

*

••••••

The man who sneers is never liked—
The reason's plain to see;
He never speaks a word of hope,
No helping hand lends he;
But strives to make bad matters worse,
And often will succeed.
That's why the man who sneers is one
This old school doesn't need.
We'd rather have his room, we would,
Than have his company.
We'd rather plod our way alone
Than be compelled to see
The hateful curling of his lip
And listen to his spleen.
Oh, would the devil's imps might come
And drag him from the scene!
*

*

*

Bovell—Kiddie, tell the girl across the street
I want a date.
Kiddie (reporting)—She says any time her
husband is not at home.
*

*

*

Baker—What do you use that alarm clock
for?
Piper—To tell when to go to bed.

THE REASON WE PRINT No II. J.
*

*

I. SKETCHES THIS

*

UNCLE BILL'S PHILOSOPHY.
There's quite a difference between being well
posted and stuck up.
The girl who screams when kissed is usually
fond of screaming.
None but the crazy give alms to the lazy.
Perhaps you can't be clever, but you can
shame some of the clever ones by being clean.
No matter how well you treat this old world
you will never get out of it alive.
Jokes dropped in THE TECHNIC box should
be written on tissue paper so that the Differential Editor can see through them.
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"What was there about George Washington
that distinguished him from all other Americans ?"
"He didn't lie."
* * *
Wood—Why didn't you bail me out when
they took me down?
Adams—Was it so bad as that? I didn't
know you had drunk so much.
*

*

*

Lawrence (making a few remarks about the
manufacture of caskets before reading English
paper on that subject):
The man that made it didn't need it.
The man that bought it didn't want it.
The man that used it didn't know it.
(In closing)—The fear of being buried alive
has led to leaving a hole in the lid and setting
a pole and flag with a string attached over the
grave.
* * *
A summer's night, a moon's soft light,
A hammock large and hollow;
A maiden fair, a man to dare—
Can you tell, then., what might follow?
*

*

*

Ostrander—If I apply the radius to the circumference six times, connect points and get a
hexagon, why not double the radius and in a
similar manner get a triangle?
* * *
If you would smoothly glide through life,
Three things observe with care:
Of whom you speak, to whom you speak,
And how, and when, and where.
*

*

*

"Did Sam get his bride a ring fo' a wedding
present ?"
"No, indeed; he done got her a big tub wif
a patent wringer on it."
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Friend—What course does your son take?
Father—A baseball course, from all appearances.
*

*

*

Spoon—What's the difference between lunch
and luncheon?
Shep—About two dollars.
*

*

*

Did Bovell cut shop to see Paris voted dry,
or his affinity march her school children in the
parade?
SOME CHESTNUTS.

How many dog days are there in a year?
Three hundred and sixty-five. Every dog has a
day.
When could you make sausages of iron?
When it is pig iron.
NVhat fruit does a newly-married couple most
resemble? Green pear.
What animal has death no effect upon? A
pig. When killed it can be cured.
When is a young man the greatest use at the
supper table? When he is a spoon.
What is the nobbiest thing out? The door
knob.
What is the largest room in the world? The
room for improvement.
Some who think they are showing the hardness of their hearts by their indulgences are only
revealing the softness of their heads.
A traveling man tells the following story:
"Some years ago I was associated with several
other gentlemen in the manufacture of a hair
tonic. A fakir sold the remedy. He told this
story to prospective customers: 'A woman asked
me for her eighth bottle. Said she liked the taste
so well. I was frightened, and told her to show
me her tongue. And do you know, there was a
half inch of hair on it. In order to maintain our
business we had to feed her camphor balls all
summer to keep the moths out of her stomach.'"
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Efficiencies of Various Machines.
The following list of average efficiencies of
various types of machines is taken from The
Industrial Engineer and Engineering Digest, who
have in their turn obtained them from The
Mechanical Engineer. It frequently happens
that in some rough estimate of some work or
construction an average efficiency of some machine is needed, and of some particular type with
which the engineer may not have met with since
leaving school. While the majority of this information may be found in the various handbooks, it is published here in the hope that in its
collected form it may possibly prove of some
value. They must, however, be used with care,
as there is often a wide variation between individual examples of the same class as well as
many notable exceptions which deviate evidently
from the value here given.
Thermal efficiency:
50 to 85 per cent.
Steam boilers
efficiency:
thermal
Indicated
Steam engines (greater for condensing engines than for non6 to it per cent.
condensing engines)
20 to 37 per cent.
Gas engines
Mechanical efficiency:
Steam engines (greater for simple
non-condensing than for compound condensing engines.
75 to 94 Per cent.
Gas engines
G
65 to 88 per cent.
Undershot water wheels, average
35 Per cent.
6o per cent.
Poncelet's water wheels
55 per cent.
Low-breast water wheels
6o per cent.
High-breast water wheels
68 per cent.
Overshot water wheels

70
Turbines
Reciprocating pumps, average
Double-acting combined steam en8o
gines and pumps
Centrifugal pumps (varying with
25
conditions)
Hydraulic rams (varying with
to
head)
Hydraulic presses or lifts:
Rapid
Slow
Fans, average
Belt conveyors
Compressed-air motors

to 8o per cent.
90 per cent.
to 86 per cent.
to 75 per cent.
to 75 per cent.
50
90
50
50
50

per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

Losses:
(say) to per cent. per mile
Compressed-air mains
(say) 2 per cent. per too ft.
Shafting alone
Shafting, belting, and gearing (according to extent and to number
5 to 5o per cent. or more
of changes)
Electrical efficiency:
90 to 96 per cent.
Dynamos or generators
75 to 90 per cent.
Electric motors
90 to 95 per cent.
Transformers
Loss in electric cable or "line loss"
(dependent on voltage and on
size, etc., of mains)— —(say) 5 per cent. per mile

Effect of Motor and Horse-Drawn Vehicles
on Roads.
Previous to the introduction of the motor
vehicle, the broken-stone or macadam road met
the conditions of rural horse-drawn traffic better
than any other type. Under fast motor traffic,
the macadam road has proved to be quite satisfactory. The macadam road was devised solely
for horse-drawn traffic, and the use of broken
stone antedates history. The first treatise writ-
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ten on the subject, however, was by a French
engineer named Tresanget, in 1775; and the
world is indebted to him for devising the first
system of continuous road repair. Forty years
later valuable contributions were made by MacAdam and Telford in England, and in comparatively recent years the introduction of time and
labor-saving machinery has done much to perfect and lessen the cost of construction. In this
type of road the rock dust fills the voids and acts
as a cement or binder. Under ideal conditions
this road should be constructed of rock so suited
to the volume and character of horse-drawn
traffic that only enough of the fine dust is worn
from the stones of which it is composed to take
the place of that carried off by wind and rain.
When these conditions are met, the fine dust resulting from the wear of the traffic forms with
the stone a smooth, impervious shell, shedding
the surface water and protecting the foundations.
It has been found that this type of construction is unsuited to motor traffic and that the cost
of maintenance increases with the number and
speed of motor vehicles.
The first effect observed from fast motor
traffic is the excessive amount of dust raised
from the road surface. There are two ways in
which damage is done to the road. The first is
the tendency of the rapidly-moving car to leave
the road on curves, which subjects the crown to
great transverse strain. This is easily overcome
by suitable elevation of outside edge. The other
injurious effect is the shearing stress of the
driving wheels on the road surface. This action
is very similar to a circular saw going through a
board. The effect on a road subjected to much
fast motor traffic is to denude the surface to a
great extent of the fine binding material, which
results in the larger stones in the road becoming
loose. It further results in greatly increased
tractive resistance, and water makes its way
freely to the foundation and a general disintegration takes place. A great deal of work has
been done in the past few years by engineers and
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chemists in a search for some suitable binder to
meet these conditions, and it has been satisfactory as far as either type of traffic is concerned.
A road may be built for any speed and volume
of motor traffic which stands the wear and is
practically dustless, and a road may easily be
built for severe use of horse-drawn vehicles, but
so far no result has been satisfactory for a mixed
traffic.—Engineering Record.

A Steam Turbine Electric Locomotive.
The Reid-Ramsey steam turbine electric locomotive, being built at the works of the North
British Locomotive Company, was recently described by Hugh Reid before the Glasgow University Engineering Society. This locomotive is
a development of the old Heilmann steam electric locomotive which received so much attention
in English and Continental electrical circles in
1894, though it is on a different and more practical basis. The steam is generated in an ordinary locomotive type boiler fitted with a superheater. Coal and water supplies are carried in
the side bunkers, and there are water tanks at
both sides of the boiler. The steam is led to a
turbine of the impulse type, operating at a speed
of 3,000 revolutions per minute, to which is direct
coupled a continuous-current variable voltage
dynamo or generator. The dynamo supplies electrical current at from 200 to 600 volts to four
series-wound traction motors, the armatures of
which are built on the four main or driving axles
of the locomotive.
The exhaust steam from the turbine passes
into an ejector condenser, and is, together with
the circulating condensing water, delivered
eventually to the hot well. The water of condensation being free from oil is returned direct to
the boiler by a feed pump; the water carried in
the tanks is used for condensation purposes. It
is circulated by means of small centrifugal pumps
driven by auxiliary steam turbines placed alongside the main turbine and dynamo. The cooler
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is situated in front of the locomotive, where the
full benefit of the blast of air caused by the
movement of the locomotive, aided by a fan, is
utilized. The condensation of the exhaust steam
deprives the locomotive boiler of the usual exhaust blast and forced draft is provided by means
of a small turbine-driven fan, placed within the
cooler, so that it will deliver hot air to the fir.2
and at the same time assist the current of air
through the cooler.
On the driver's platform, within easy reach,
are the small switchboard and instruments, the
controller for grouping the four motors in series,
series parallel and parallel, according to the
drawbar pull to be exerted, and the regulator for
controlling the voltage in the electrical circuit
and consequently the speed of the tram. These
are all mounted on a strong underframe, which
is carried upon two eight-wheel trucks so constructed that they will easily negotiate curves.
Each truch carries two of the four motors. Mr.
Reid stated that the experiment was being carried out at heavy expense and on a large scale.
The engine is intended for express passenger main
line work, and it is hoped to obtain comparisons
with the performances of the reciprocating steam
locomotives, especially as regards relative consumption of fuel and water, and as to the efficiency of transforming the energy of steam into
drawbar or train pull and also the relative rapidity of acceleration.—Railway Age Gazette.

Reinforced Macadam Pavement.

In connection with the above article we wish
to print the following as giving some idea of one
of the new types of road to resist motor traffic:
"A new system of road construction designed
to resist the destructive pneumatic effect of automobile tires, has been under test for some time
at Gennevilliers, a suburb of Paris. This construction, devised by M. Guiet, and described in
a recen tissue of Lye Genie Civil, consists in part
of a foundation of concrete about 2 inches thick.
Upon this foundation and along its length are
4 inches
/
laid No. 6 steel wires and steel strips 11
by No. 14 gauge, set edgewise. The steel strips
are spaced 2 feet apart and the No.6 wires lie at
a distance of 8 inches from each side of these
strips. At longitudinal intervals of 8 inches each
vertically-placed steel strip is looped around with
a No. 9 steel wire, the ends of which are hooked
around the No. 6 wires at each side. Over this
reinforcement is spread a thick layer of cement
mortar, in which broken stone is carefully imbedded. On its surface the road resembles an
irregular stone paving with cement joints. The
cost ranges from $1.25 to $1.40 per square yard
of surface, which, it is thought, is not more than
the cost and maintenance of ordinary macadam
for a term equal to the life of the reinforced
road."—Industrial Engineering and the Engineering Digest.
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